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By
MARK
O'NEIL
'ORTIMER had no idea where
the girl was taking him. The
cab whirled in and out of narrow streets, dark, but furtively alive with the lurid fascination of a
Paris night. His mind, distorted by
an excess of champagne, was vaguely
aware of danger, but zest for adventure
routed all misgivings. The girl's seductive perfume; her eyes, dark and glowing, set in a face like a pale flower; the
caress of her soft white hand on his and
the piquant salutation she attached to
every question—"mon Americain;" her
immediate presence, combined with
memories of the gay and brilliant scene
where he had met her—an after-theatre
dance, at the Cafe de I'Opera—thrust
haunting shadows of a Westchester
suburb into dim background. For one
bright hour he was fancy-free, unencumbered of family and social place—
a knight errant seeking love where he
would, and finding it.
The car brushed to a standstill at a
curb. Mortimer followed the girl into
a stone-faced building. Broad stone
steps curved upward between vaultlike
walls, poorly illumined. Her shadow
danced ahead, and when she came before a door on the third floor she turned
as she slipped a key into the lock and
stirred his pulses with a swift smile of
alluring promise.
In a long mirror, hung between red
velvet curtains that seemed to fill the
vestibule with a subtle fragrance, he
caught a glimpse of the girl. Soft
damask light showed her standing beside him, hands outheld for his cane and
hat. Only then did he observe her slim
figure, draped almost in mock prudery
with a black gown that covered arms
and bosom, ending in a white, lacy collar
at her throat.
She murmured in French of course,
and his blood tingled a t the rustle of
her skirt as she led him down a long
passageway. Parting a heavy arras,
she nodded, rather solemnly, for him to
enter. Her gesture seemed to Mortimer,
at the time, a preliminary rite.
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HISPERING that she would return
W
in a moment, she left him, and for
a while he stood, laughing sheepishly at
himself, gradually perceiving, through
mists of physical and mental intoxication, the strangeness of the room. Its
walls were deep red, a rich wine red. A
cluster of lights in a red-shelled chandelier above a table covered by red
damask showed chairs upholstered in
red. The rug he trod was red, and red
curtains were drawn across the windows in loose, deceiving folds that excluded every scintilla of light, within
and without.
Objects glinted on a sideboard fringed
with red tassels. Startled, he saw a
black-handled revolver, with a blunt,
blue-steeled snout, lying beside the cut
stopper of a brandy decanter. He stiffened, glanced apprehensively about him,
and waited for a sound. Only the bark
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An expert locksmith supplies the
keys to some of the
mysteries of Paris
of a scurrying cab penetrated the windows. The atmosphere of the room oppressed him. He became aware of a tall
mahogany table in a corner to his left.
The thing seemed menacing.
"Look out," he warned himself, "this
is a plant!"
In a second Mortimer had stepped to
the sideboard and grasped the revolver.
It feLt warm. And then he grinned in
self-mockery as he considered how unlikely it was that any adventuress framing a man would leave a deadly weapon
within reach. He put down the gun,
and the soft tinkle of its barrel against
the decanter stopper unnerved him. He
cried out,"Mamselle!"and again mocked
himself with a laugh at the inadequacy
of the word. There was no reply: his
shout smote the face of the cabinet and
died.
r p H O U G H T S and impulses raced
•*• through Mortimer's mind. He poised
his body like the effective tackle he had
been, and with three strides was at the
cabinet door. He flung it open and
stepped back, aghast. Propped upright
against the rear wall was a young man,
in dinner clothes, like his own. But
this man's face was deathly pale, his
eyelids closed in leaden slumber, and
on his white shirt bosom was a splotch
of thickening red.
As Mortimer clutched the table behind him for support, staring transfixed, the figure seemed to slump gradually. The cabinet door groaned on its
hinges, oscillating from the force of its
sudden opening.
Mortimer uttered a cry of horror. A
pale patch appeared in a parting of the
red arras, eyes flashed like dark flames,
and the curtains closed. He charged
at them, to grapple with slippery velvet,
nothing more. Panic-stricken, he hurled
himself at the outer door. The lock
catch defied him. It was one of the
French kind, opened both outside and
inside by a key. He raced down the
passageway, shouting against the stuffy
walls. He came to a dimly lit bedchamber, and recoiled; then he stumbled
through a kitchen lit fitfully by a blinking arc light in the street below. He
shouted again, and cursed the silence.
He stood in a sobering sweat of fear,
to get grips on himself.
"I'm tricked!" he repeated as stabbing pictures of disgrace flared through
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his mind. Police would come; arrest: headlines in Paris, sensational cables in newspapers a t
home. The best he could get out
of this would be a smear of
tawdry night adventure with a
demimondaine. And the worst?
What couldn't happen to a stranger in a strange country under
such circumstances? He pictured
his wife and two children, shocked
and ashamed, his friends amazed,
his prospects ruined. And he
cursed the lure of bubbling wine
and a soft face.
By instinct he acted. He would
be first to inform the police. He
peered into the bedroom. There
was no telephone. Emboldened,
he looked in another room, a room
perfumed like a boudoir. No
telephone there. He strode briskly back to the passageway for the
red room, {Continued on page iS)
Mortimer
followed
the
girl up stone steps and
between vaultlike
tvalls
poorly
illumined
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One of lifers great pleasures
is smoking
Camels give you all of the
enjoyment of choice tobaccos*
Is enjoyment good for you?
You just bet it is*

© 1928, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston'Saletnt N . C.
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HIS trail in the snow—how much it says of Goodyear traction! See how
every sharp-edged block of the All-Weather Tread leaves clean-cut evidence of its power to grip and hold. This superior safety, coupled with longer,
slower wear and greater freedom from trouble, has given the new Goodyear
b a l l o o n its o u t s t a n d i n g p o s i t i o n as " T H E WORLD'S GREATEST T i R E " !
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aundry -wash ing
Saves uloney
. . . because

of the economies resulting
from its ever-increasing volume of business, the
modern laundry is able to offer a superior quality of
work at prices considerably less than home-washing
costs 4 Damp Wash Service—exactly what home
washing gives you—averages about half the cost
of home washing . . . . counting laundress hire,
meals, carfare, soap, powders, bluing, starch, gas,
water, repairs and depreciation on equipment,
interest on investment, etc. 4 It is this substantial difference in cost that is daily prompting new
thousands of women to patronise the laundry—
many of whom are thrifty home-makers who
formerly imagined they could not possibly afford
laundry service 4 If you will make a comparison
between laundry and home-washing costs, you,
too, will discover that it is now possible to obtain
from the laundry a better quality of work/or less 4
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Clotfies art dried
to ironing dampness in these uialet
extractors —
without displacing
a single / i b r e

—andJD^undry toashing is better
Modern laundries not only save you money on the
acftual washing—they also save money by lessening
wear on clothes. Cylinder washers cleanse your clothes
by gentle sousing and rinsing—eliminating all vigorous
rubbing. Wringing is done by ingenious spinning
baskets that extrad: water without damage to fabric.
And in addition to these revolutionary advancements,
the laundryowners of today employ only the most
scientific washing formulas—the result of years of research by the corps of scientists maintained at the
Mellon Institute of Industrial Research and the proving station at the American Institute of Laundering.

The inside sur/aces 0/ this
u;ashcr an smooth as glass.

S!(illed scientists
determine exacting u/ashing \of
mulas uitd. in
modern laundries
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Modern laundries offer a variety of services to suit every
family need. All-ironed w;ork, partialljs-ironed work, and
work which returns clothes damp for iromng, are but a

few of the many individualized services available at laundries today. Phone a modern laundry now —let them help
you decide which service is best suited to your needs.
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The Perfect Fool
Continued

jrom

to rescue another show running simultaneously. To expedite matters he arranged for a special running entrance
through the front of the other house,
taking the main aisle, hopping through
a startled audience and leaping over
the orchestra pit to make his bow.
The second theatre changed doormen,
and one night, when Ed Wynn arrived
breathless to make his entrance at the
proper cue, the audience waited for a
time in vain. The doorman had held
up this weird figure wearing an Alpine
hat, reenforced nose and flapping shoes.
Dropping the lighted cigar he invariably smokes when performing, and
dropping it neatly into the ticket hopper, Wynn took advantage of the doorman's diverted attention to break
through the line and run down the center aisle. An impatient audience applauded him. But almost instantly
growls and oaths followed: two large
policemen appeared, and that night's
audience chaffed and giggled at a scene
unpremeditated—a principal comic being jerked from the footlights by irate
cops. The doorkeeper recognized him
after that.
His Inventions Go Over Big
HE full flavor of his genius for nonT
sense was not to be found in his Winter Garden offerings. He had easily

mastered the orthodox rites of revue
comedy. In its simplest elements the
technique is eccentric attire, brisk speech
and an ability to kick other comics who
are caught bending. During his apprenticeship to stardom, Ed Wynn studied the methods of other comics and
read whatever he could of older comedians—not to find a pattern but to avoid
one. . . . He searched for a vein of humor
original and unmined.
"One can always buy or invent verbal
gags," he explains. "They vary in
laugh power, but they are always adaptations of the seven primal jokes. It is
far more difficult to get objective gags:
fun in action.
"If I tell you the story of two actors
one of whom told the other his father
was ill and about to be operated on,
then asked what the surgeon did after
operating and the other replied: 'Sews
your old man'—if I tell you something
like that, we have a verbal gag, built on
a pun. But if, on the stage, one actor
meets another and they burlesque a
sharpshooting scene—one stands with a
biscuit in his mouth; the other shoulders a rifle to shoot backward from a
mirror; when the trigger snaps one
actor bites the biscuit, which drops from
his mouth, and both bow for applause
as if a daring stunt had been accomplished—that's an action gag."
He demonstrated his theory by writing a show, book, lyrics and music,
producing it and even painting some of
the scenes and devising some of the costumes. He repeated the experiment
twice. It worked, and it works.
The Grab Bag rolled around the country on waves of laughter. His prolific inventions made this possible.
"Now, those inventions," he said, "are
not fantastic, although they must be
extravagant to be amusing. They are
true nonsense because each has its base
in logical necessity.
"I entertained some friends at dinner
one night and served a favorite dish—
corn on the cob. One of my guests had
amusing difficulties with his ears (of
corn). The idea occurred that if somebody could invent a device to keep butter out of one's own ears when eating an
ear of corn, that somebody would be a
benefactor of the race.
"I planned the invention. It was simple. As the butter melted a small electric fan, attached to the eater's ear,
drove it back. When the cob traveled to
the other side of the mouth the electric
fan was switched to the other ear. Or,
better still, fans were attached to both
the consumer's ears."
Solving this problem, Wynn went out
to benefit the race on a large scale. His
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silent soup was a substantial contribution to table etiquette. The principle
was, first, a muffler attached to the soup
spoon. This was improved, and in its
latest form the silent soup device was a
musical soup spoon that diverted the
soup drinker's energy through a fluted
column so that he had with his meals
the music he made. If the music was
not boisterous enough to drown the
sounds of soup consuming, the soup consumer was whacked over the head with
a rubber mallet. This made the invention thoroughly effective.
Likewise his non-spraying grapefruit
proves a boon to the American breakfast table. The grapefruit fiend equips
himself and his friends with eye shields
and windshield wipers. Energy to propel the wipers is derived from the
grapefruit eater's jaw motions.
There is also Ed Wynn's amazing research into the uses of ham. You can
use a ham as a war club, as a rest to
prevent your car rolling downhill on a
grade, as a pillow when traveling by
day coach, as a seat cushion at a baseball park or football stadium. There
are scores of similar uses. And, finally,
when these are exhausted, you can eat
the ham.
He has devised a neat system by
which men with unusually large feet
can put their trousers on over their
heads, of distinguishing between a rubber cigar and a real one by seeing how
far each stretches, and a device for
eliminating long-distance after-dinner
speeches by having the speaker stand
on a trapdoor,
"These and similar inventions," he
complains, "are dismissed as whimsies.
Really they are meant to meet human
needs. Vast fortunes will some day be
made by somebody who exploits them,
for all are mechanically simple and socially useful."
A Minneapolis genius sought to enjoin him by law from exploiting his selflifting hat. This hat was designed by
Ed Wynn to enable a man carrying
parcels in both hands to salute whatever
lady or ladies he should happen to meet.
It is operated by a series of pulleys,
motive power coming from a spring in
a rubber heel worn by the man wearing
the self-lifting hat.
To come up fresh each year with a
new series of inventions supported by
fresh gags; to master, as a mere side
play, the protean art, changing rapidly
from a cowboy to a waiter and vice
versa in his new vehicle, Manhattan
Mary, and to be constantly planning
for a future stock of original fun, is
exhausting if a man who relies so much
on sheer inventiveness fails to keep fit.
"I take care of my diet and exercise
religiously," Ed Wynn maintains. "Long
walks around Great Neck where I live,
handball in New York and an occasional
wrestling match keep me in good shape.
"Physical fitness is necessary if you
want to survive the ordeal of being
funny every day of your life."
There's Only One T h i n g to Do

T

How would you play itf

HE Perfect Fool hurried on stage
arrayed in a coat halfway up his
spine under a feathered fedora topped
by a green umbrella that produced its
own rain from a squirt manipulated by
a rubber ball held in his hand. His
huge shoes flip-flopped through the
wings. When he returned a Japanese
valet had an unhooked telephone receiver awaiting him.
"Hello," he snapped. "Is this the
nurse? How is the little fellow?"
The knobbed nose and smeared brows
could not screen taut anxiety. He had
his answer and turned to me.
"My little boy hasn't been well," he
explained. "It's worried me all day.
But when you can't help him and he's
in good hands there's only one thing
to do—that's work."
So saying, he removed the knob of
paint from his nose; the eyebrows vanished, and in a candid mirror the Perfect Fool regarded his serious self.
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8-5-2
Q-J-10-9-8
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Q-9-4

MILTON C. WORK
Author of Auction Bridge Complete
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9-8-7-4-2
7-5-2

HESE h a n d s w e r e
broadcast by M r . Work
on Tuesday evening, Feb'
ruary 21st. Compare your
playing of them with his
complete description of the
play given below.
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Q-iO-7
K-6-2
Q-J-10-5-3
K-3

HE important quessired to open t h e lead of
tion in the auction
both Hearts and Clubs from
was whether Dealer
North.
(South) should bid one
To trick 2 North led the
Club or one No Trump,
Queen of Hearts, and East
but the No Trump did
played small, hoping against
not promise such surehope that the Declarer would
fire success as to justify
refuse the finesse. Having
a risk with the singleton
nine H e a r t s , t h e odds
King. With a five-card
against finding a lone King
Club suit headed by A-Jin the fourth liand would be
10, a side Ace and two side
very great, and the chance
Kings, a very attractive
of catching a King in the
South
Club bid was presented
second hand an even one; so
A K-6-4
and it was undoubtedly
the finesse was Declarer's
A-7-5-8
^;
safer than the No Trump.
play.
0 K
West, of course, had
When the Queen of Hearts
Jt- A-J-10- -6
nothing to say, but North
won. North continued with
quite correctly bid one
the Jack, and East knew
Heart. At a love score comparatively that all hope of taking a trump trick
few games are made with Minor trumps, had vanished. However, she appreciated
and therefore the partner of a Minor that in view of Dummy's Clubs it was
bidder who has a Major bid, or who has advisable to have the lead in Dummy
justification for a No Trump declara- rather than in Closed Hand. So she
tion, should make it; even with more than once again played small on North's
normal support for the Minor, a higher- trump lead, not expecting Declarer to
valued bid is not a denial of a Minor.
play Dummy's Ace, but hoping that she
East had to decide whether to bid two would immediately lead one more round
Diamonds or pass North's Heart. She to exhaust the trumps and place the
appreciated that there could be little lead in Dummy, where East wanted it.
hope of game when her partner did not When West did not follow to the second
have the strength to overcall South's lead of trumps, the Declarer grasped
one Club; and if North and South could the situation. Should she lead a third
make game at Hearts, they surely would trump for the immediate capture of
rebid the Hearts if East called two Dia- East's King, the lead once more would
monds. She had no reason to put in a be in Dummy, and while it could be put
back in Closed Hand by the lead of the
lead-director, so she passed.
fourth trump. North would be left with
a losing Diamond which she was planThe Play
ning that Dummy should trump.
AST'S opening lead was the Queen
To trick 4 the Declarer therefore
of Diamonds, on which Dummy's switched from the trump suit, feeling
lone King fell, and then North could that she would have no difficulty in capsee that her game v/as assured unless turing East's lone King in due season,
East led through and captured Dum- and tried the Club finesse, leading the
my's King of Spades.
Queen of Clubs from Closed Hand. This
Should the Declarer permit Dummy's lead put East in a hopeless position.
King of Diamonds to hold the first She knew perfectly well that North
trick, the lead would have to come from would finesse should she not cover with
that hand, and regardless of whether the King, and her only chance was that
a Heart or Club were chosen, East West held four clubs headed by the
might obtain the lead on the second Nine. She therefore covered, and the
trick of that suit, lead a Spade, and en- rest became easy for the Declarer. Winable East and West to save the game ning this trick with the Ace of Clubs,
by taking in three Spade tricks. De- she led the Ace of trumps, ran the Clubs
clarer was anxious to exhaust the ad- on which she obtained two Spade disverse trumps, but leading the Heart cards from Closed Hand, and, with the
from Dummy (South) would make the aid of the ruff of Closed Hand's losodds against capturing the King very ing Diamond, made a Small Slam.
great, whereas there would be an even
chance of doing so if the trumps were
In next week's issue Mr. Work will play the
led from Closed Hand.
Collier's Radio Bridge Hands, to be broadcast
Tuesday evening, February 28th, at ten o'clock
Clearly it was essential for Declarer Eastern Standard Time, through the following
to overtake Dummy's King of Diamonds stations:
WBAF, New Y o r k ; W E E I , Boston; W,TAR,
with the Ace, although doing so left the Providence;
WTAG, Worcester ; WTIC, HartClosed Hand with a worthless Diamond ford: WGR, Buffalo;
"VVFI, Philadelphia; WRC,
instead of the winner. The worthless Washington : WCSH, Portland, Me.; WSM
'WHAS, Louisville; WGY, SchenecDiamond, however, could be trumped by Nashville;
; WDAF, Kansas City; WCCO, MinneapolisDummy, and it was essential for the tady
St. P a u l ; WCAE, Pittsburgh; WTAM, Clevebest development of the two hands that land; WWJ, Detroit; 'WSAI, Cincinnati; WG>',
Chicago; KSD, St. Louis; WOC, Davenpoi; ;
the lead to trick 2 come from North WSB,
WMC, Memphis; WHO, Des
and not from South. The Declarer de- Moines;Atlanta;
WOW, Omaha; WTMJ, Milwaukee.
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